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O P E N I N G S

WHITNEY CLAFLIN
DOMENICK AMMIRATI 

WHITNEY CLAFLIN’S EARLY PAINTINGS were all ground, patterned found 
fabrics and weltering marks encrusted with street garbage and drugstore 
staples—a compact disc, a necklace, a club-entry wristband, eye shadow, 
psoriasis cream. Her 2014 exhibition “Crows” at Real Fine Arts in 
Brooklyn appeared to showcase a departure: Claflin filled the gallery with 
a suite of wide-open works featuring diaphanous clouds, drips, spatters, 
and clusters of spiky strokes arrayed on white backgrounds. From paint-
ings that were all ground, she had moved to paintings that were all gesture, 
and in so doing she created a miniature drama around the painter’s sup-
posed fingerprint. The stark contrast with what had come before actually 
represented less a shift in a practice than pseudo-parable about shifting 
within one’s practice, a self-conscious and slightly tongue-in-cheek tale of 
self-discovery.

The other half of the show consisted of a pseudo-museological vitrine 
containing two sketches, one of a burning candle and one of a young 
woman masturbating, and myriad pages composed on an honest-to-God 
typewriter. The verse they contained, as I recall, was a flustering mixture of 
teen angst, fragmentary incident, and language poetry. The manuscript has 
gone missing, but sampling other verse of the period gives its flavor, advertent 
typos and all: 

Other girls in drug bondage
enflamed by the prospect
very fresh, unwittingly fold to me
while I watch yourhair tail down the side

My narrative of being, to avoid

 The default display of amusement

As with the paintings and their drama of the mark, so with the vitrine: two 
different dramas of identity, that of the artist finding a voice and that of the 
adolescent’s internal theater of self-definition. With these disparate halves, 
“Crows” conveyed a disorienting sensation of two plays being performed 
simultaneously (and impossibly) by the same actors in different costumes.

Claflin’s exhibitions are rarely explicit in their agendas, but at this 
crucial juncture, she produced a clear statement of a core feature of her 
multifarious art: its sublimation of identity from a solid state into a cloud. 
Claflin works in language, altered readymades, sound, scent, performance, 
and other mediums. There’s even a parlor game called IMPULSE. For our 
purposes, it’s safe to call her a painter, since paintings are typically the focal 
point of her shows. These days, her exhibitions tend to roughly balance 
canvases in various modes with miscellaneous but hardly random items, 

Opposite page: View of “Whitney 
Claflin: ADD SHOT,” 2020–21, 
Bodega, New York. Wall:  
LOVE (!!!), 2020. Floor: Mime  
in a Merry-Go-Round, 2020. 

Below: Whitney Claflin, C.F.,  
2013, oil on linen, 36 ! 24". 
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One way to read Claflin’s convivially disruptive impulses, and especially 
her refusal to let an image of herself as authorial figure resolve into crisp 
HD, is to situate them in relation to the Cologne School, whose preoccupa-
tion with artistic identity as ironized performance was so influential. Claflin 
certainly possesses the insouciant catholicism of the cohort that includes 
Martin Kippenberger and Michael Krebber, the latter of whom loomed 
especially large among painters when Claflin was coming of age as an artist. 
She also shares their critical (in both senses) attention to what happens 
beyond the borders of the canvas, a concern extended by Jutta Koether into 
what David Joselit famously dubbed “network painting.” Looming in the 
mists of the Rhine is Sigmar Polke, a protean character who liked a nice 
piece of found fabric himself. But, crucially, Claflin dumps the Krebberite 
dandyism in favor of the DIY and purges self-thwarting of its paradoxically 
grandiose quality—no more jockeying for canonical position, no more agon 
with the historical avant-garde. In Claflin’s very contemporary perspective, 

e.g., a miniature disco ball and wine bottles used as candleholders, dorm-
room style. In conversation, she has self-deprecatingly drawn a parallel 
between her approach to exhibition making and event planning; mise-en-
scène is anything but an afterthought, sometimes skeletal but always based. 

Claflin’s 2017 exhibition “Just Disco,” also at Real Fine Arts, featured 
an elaborate scenography that captured her sensibility with particular 
vividness. Every Sunday, Claflin conducted a performance in which she 
made grilled cheese sandwiches on a hot plate, accompanied by the creaky 
dance-noise beat of a ten-minute song she had composed and recorded titled 
“Raised in a Jail.” On a small shelf resided plastic shot glasses and an open 
bottle of Cointreau left over from a recent session of making margaritas, 
while on a nearby plinth rested a pair of headphones, whence emanated an 
altered-and-looped snippet of Built to Spill’s “Temporarily Blind.” The 
lighting conditions mimicked those in the artist’s studio at the time: She 
blacked out the windows and lit the space with blue and red bulbs. A 
stuffed dog greeted you at the door, and there were two lighter-burn text 
pieces on the ceiling, one saying forget marriage and the other save 
abortion. Also overhead, letting a bit of faux sky into the dim space, was 
a painted oculus showing a few fluffy clouds.

The ambience felt hermetic, heightened, a tad psychedelic—an impres-
sion amplified by the paintings on view, an ambitious ensemble that looked 
strangely like early-twentieth-century modernism. One predominantly 
light-blue canvas featured a grid faintly warping in the background and 
robust yellow slivers amid patchwork and overpatterning in robin’s egg 
and cerulean, all a bit like Mondrian on the verge of a crucial breakthrough. 
Another canvas, bloody red, gathered glyph-like forms struggling to dis-
tinguish themselves, reminiscent of Matta but with curves instead of hard 
lines, and with the letters tv aggressing in one corner. These accomplished, 
process-based abstractions seemed a world away from a lukewarm liqueur 
and a scorched ceiling, but in Claflin’s hands, a failure to cohere becomes 
not only puzzling but also entrancing. A liminal but invigorating sense of 
otherworldliness pervades her shows, as if within them reality’s choke collar 
slackens ever so slightly. 

Above: Whitney Claflin, Forget 
Marriage, 2017, soot on ceiling,  
4 ! 62".

Right: Whitney Claflin, Raised in  
a Jail, 2017. Performance view, 
Real Fine Arts, New York, March 6, 
2017. Whitney Claflin. Photo:  
Annie Ochmanek. 

One way to read Claflin’s convivially disruptive 
impulses, and especially her refusal to let an image  
of herself as authorial figure resolve into crisp HD,  
is to situate them in relation to the Cologne School.
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there’s nothing so special about tearing down the self and building it back 
up; in a dividualized world, it happens every day, all the time. 

In 2017, in Topical Cream magazine, Clafl in ascribed both her humor 
and her use of quotation or homage to a kind of compulsive mimicry:

I can’t resist impersonation when I’m working. I’m always talking to myself 
and making jokes in my head, so when I am painting, I try to only partially 
articulate that stuff. This way I can affect the look of the work quickly and 
staunchly. I need to have these kinds of divisions and dead-ends in order to 
protect myself. So, sometimes the paintings will super intensely or low key 
conjure other paintings, but only for a moment, like just as an escalator in a 
parking garage. 

Clafl in’s fl eeting imitative tics contribute to the way her work erodes identity, 
keeping her position slightly adrift both within an individual canvas and 
across them. Her elusiveness untethers the work from the bedrock of milieu, 
making it impossible to pin her art to a social or intellectual scene that crystal-
lizes and propagates artistic mannerisms. Her practice can’t be fully plotted 
along the Cologne–to–New York axis or any other. Rather, it relies on, for 
lack of a better term, vibe. It’s a vibe you may catch or may not, but the work 
tries to make you feel welcome, eschewing hieratic modes of appreciation.

In 2020, Clafl in put together a show at New York’s Bodega gallery that 
fl aunted her fondness for thoroughly unchic cultures of crafting, Americana, 
and indie-rock and lo-fi  aesthetics, as well as the vague but undeniable 
presence of the spiritual in her work—or, if not the spiritual, then the inef-
fable, the thing that’s always out of your reach and will forever remain so. 
There was a $5 photocopy multiple of a Clafl in drawing depicting a frame 
from Hitchcock’s identity-swap thriller Strangers on a Train and a ready-
made in the form of a pink-handled steak knife dubbed Sigh Co., 2020, to 
which that artist had affi xed the words a catchphrase. The paintings, 
including several made via a technique of overpainting and sanding down, 
showed a fresh variety. On the surface of Life (’s like this), 2020, Nat 
Sherman cigarettes spelled out the word still, with the i dotted in ash. A 
few fabric pieces bore minimal intervention, like a sewn-on hippie-dippie 
sunfl ower patch saying love. The more process-based works included 
Spaces, 2020, a little landscape in vaguely Impressionist mode and one of 
the more overtly lovely paintings Clafl in has ever produced, despite a slight 
hedging in the form of a painted-in black-and-pink frame that matched the 
scene’s sunset clouds. The ongoing plague scotched the chance of any per-
formances, so Clafl in created a kind of stand-in for herself, a mannequin 
in jaunty togs carrying a shopping bag: a perfectly cipherish self-portrait. 
Instead of offering the visitor headphones through which to avail them-
selves of the soundtrack, she placed the headphones on the dummy, a 
strange but not at all surprising gesture of generosity toward the inanimate. 
It looked like she, the mannequin, was having fun, unlike the rest of us.

It’s worth noting that thwarting an authorial identity, even if it’s a 
doomed enterprise, is an attempt to thwart branding as well. It’s worth 
noting, too, that Clafl in’s work is capillaried with references to, if not quite 
poverty, then precarity. Grilled cheese on a hot plate, patching your clothes, 
inventing your own amusements. Even Clafl in’s process of overpainting 
began out of necessity as a way to recycle canvases. The painted-in frame 
in Spaces conjures the bygone decor preferences of a mostly disappeared 
social class. It also reminds us that the work is there to be sold and taken 
home as a matter of the artist’s survival. But what a lovely thing and a lovely 
connection you get in return, if you can afford it. The memory of visiting 
with it is fortunately available to all of us. Q
DOMENICK AMMIRATI IS A WRITER AND EDITOR BASED IN NEW YORK.

Above: Whitney Clafl in, Sigh Co., 
2020, magazine clipping on knife, 
3⁄4 ! 8 ! 1⁄2".

Below: Whitney Clafl in, Life (’s like 
this), 2020, Nat Sherman cigarettes, 
ash, alcohol ink, enamel on found 
fabric, 20 ! 30".

Bottom: Whitney Clafl in, Spaces, 
2020, oil and ink on linen, 12 ! 16".
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Galler·st 
'Whitney Claflin: Crows' at Real 
Fine Arts 
BY ANOREWRUSSETH I 1/158:25AM 

'C.F.' (2013) by Claflin. (Courtesy the artist 

and RFA) 

If painting is a way of storing time, as the German 
painter Jutta Koether argued in a recent lecture-artists 
building up marks over various durations to form a single 
image-then Whitney Claflin's paintings show that 
process going haywire, shedding linearity and taking on 
a .life of its ow,n. Almost uniformly pared down from those 
in her past shows, these works often have just a few 
lines and wisps of paint on solid white grounds and seem 
to be in the midst of melting down or swirling into new 
compositions. 

Ms. Claflin gets a lot done in her relatively small (most 
are 3 by 2 feet}, swoon-inducing paintings, and you have 
to look all over the art-historical map to tease out 
reference points: Andre Masson's quickest, most ecstatic 
drawings, the fleshy violet hues of Maria Lassnig, the 
hazy, surreal atmospheres of Yves Tanguy, Helen 

Frankenthaler at her airiest, Martin Barre's simple but guileful lines, Charline von Heyl's antic 
energy and Michael Krebber if he was compelled to keep going after making the few marks that 
adorn many of his canvases. 

But those are only the most fleeting hints and quotes. 
Ms. Claflins' paintings captivate because they occupy a 
none·too·easily·won space that is both splashily 
spontaneous and immaculately reasoned. Luminous red 
lines glide right next to drips of the same color that look 
haphazard and violent, like spilled blood. Wine has 
soaked one canvas, and wax. has been dripped on 
another-moves that give the tiniest thread of narratives 
(bacchanalian, incantatory, pathetic) and remind you that 
these are just th ings in the world, objects to be used, 
adored, displayed, rethought. They'Ve been worked on 
so that they can work on you. 

(Through Feb. 16, 2014) 
'Flied' (20 13) by Claflin. (Courtesy the artist 

and RFA) 



Ar Review 
Baby it's cold outside 
David Everitt Howe picks four shows to see in New York in February 

T he oven is on and its door is wide open here at ArtReview, New York. No, 
we're not trying to ki ll ourselves- not yet- we're just trying to stay warm. If 
there was ever a good way to get rid of the art\vortd (we're talking to 

you, Pamela M. Lee), extreme cold certainly does the trick - or at least, suppresses 
it for a blissful few months. The harsh reality, of course, is that the artwortd carries 
on, even in the dead of winter. So in the spirit of good will - and fighting off 
hypothermia - ArtRevie\v has found four shows in the city \Vorth going out for. 

Whitney Claflin, Crows, Real Fine Arts, through 16 February 

Made mostly of oil and enamel on dead-stock, pre-fabricated surfaces - but often 
including spills of wine, drops of wax, or smudges of eyeshadow in their 
compositions - the paintings in Whitney Claflin's Crows are the most ethereal kind, 
with lines swooping and pooling into erratic tufts, and hazy shades of colour forming 
round blobs, as if they'd been applied when the artist was a tad tipsy- in a good 
way. They're most redolent of someone like Albert Oehlen, but the marks are so 
unfettered they could be made by anyone, which is their charm. 







Art Fairs, Full of Bling if Not Fire 

Ruth Fremson.>The t-:ew Yo•i< Times 
Sculptures by William 0 Brien on display at the Frieze A rt Fair on Randa lis Island. More Photos :o 

By ROBERT A SMITH 
Published· December 13, 2012 

THIS year the e:-.:pansion of the art " ,·orld beyond its traditional 
boundaries reached ne'"'. extremes. On many fronts it seemed that 
the global was ' "'-inning out over the local, what ' "'-ith the continued 
proliferation of art fairs, the spread of auctions and the franchising of 
art galleries, on the Gagosian model, around the globe. And tllis year 
it often seemed as if the effects of all this - a combined draining of 
energy and further stratification of the art ' "'·orld into haves and 
have-nots - were registering most po,\·erfully in Ne'"'. York, "·hich 
still has the biggest gallery scene in the world. 

The machine driving this expansion -
a sparkling sphere of money, shiny art 
and shiny people - hovers like a 



giant, top-heavy spaceship above 
·what I consider the serious art world, 
,,·here real art comes from. You see it vv-hen you pick up 
the equally shiny art magazines. But unless you're one of 
the players actually involved in buying or selling, it remains 
remote, a '"·orld unto itself. Sometimes it seems as if it 
could just take off - '"ith all its bling, astounding prices 
and sho".--off collectors and climbers - and park in some 
other part of the art gala\:y, there to thrive or collapse of its 
o'\."n accord. 

But that s probably not going to happen. The fairs in 
particular have become an essential fact of the lives and 
livelihoods of art galleries of all kinds, not just the blue-chip 
ones catered to by the various Basel and Frieze iterations. 
Attending several art fairs a year, mainly in the United 
States and Europe, is no'\." w·hat many galleries do, even the 
fledgling ones on the Lower East Side. It is ho,\· they sell 
a1t, make contacts and establish their bona fides " 'ith 
dealers from other cities. But as dealers stretch themselves 
thinner and thinner, it is inevitable that local art scenes '"ill 
pay a pnce. 

I felt it this year in the New York galleries, which I love 
and where I spend an inordinate amount of time. Things 
seemed to have slowed and quieted down, even before 
Hurricane Sandy s'\."amped Chelsea. Often there didn't 
seem to be as many people or as much excitement in the 
galleries. I often '"·ondered if dealers or artists were 
hoarding the good stuff for the fairs. 

I also thought of a Los Angeles Times article from the 
summer of 2011 about Leavin, doyenne of the Los 
.Angeles gallery scene, closing her gallery after 40 years. 
She 'vas doing so, she said, because of the increasing 
importance of art fairs and what she sa"· as the decreasing 
interest in "the gallery show e) . .-perience." 



At the time it seemed like an embittered parting salvo from 
someone who had silnply decided to retire, but it tnay 
characterize a general condition, the shifting of attention 
and energy. It did not seem coincidental to the sense of 
things slowing do\'\·n that some galleries \\"ere scheduling 
longer and therefore fe\ver shows, mounting only tvv·o this 
fall instead of the usual three or even four. 

I found myself walking around a lot this fall thinking that people need to do better. There 
,..,·ere too many vacant-looking, phoned-in exhibitions by artists from all over the world, 
namely Klara Liden's sardonic sho\v, \\-·hich crammed the space at Reena Spaulings Fine 
Art '"-ith discarded Christmas trees in January, and, in the fall Sarah Oppenheimer's eye-
cleansing torquing of the white cube at P.P.O., ·V. and Andra Ursuta's show of sculpture 
and smashed \'Valls and \\-indO\\"S (the gallery's) at Rami.ken Crucible. And there \Vere 
other, more routine exceptions throughout the season, mostly involving small galleries 
and young artists, \\"hen you got a sense of the a1t gallery as vital node of creativity: 
Jordan ' 'Volfson's astounding video at .Alex Zachary/ Peter Currie and Hans Schabus's at 
Sin1on Preston; Anya Kielar's fey, tapestrylike renderings of \Vomen at Rachel Uffner; 
' 'Vhitney Claflin's small, '"·eirdly encrusted paintungs at Thomas Erben; and Kerstin 
Bratsch's see-through glass works at Gavin Brown. There were also nodes of out-and-out 
resistance, like the rather messy show that Ei Arakav•:a and Nora Schultz are making up 
as it goes along now on vie,...,· at Spaulings (through Jan. 13). 

you, I complain about art fairs despite liking them quite a bit, especially if I don't 
have to leave town to see them. It is not the fairs themselves but the quantity and ubiquity 
of them that bother me. Because galleries are under a kind of strain; especially the newer 
ones that are the life's blood of any local a1t scene. Something some\\·here has got to give. 
I hope it's not on the ground, but in the gleaming spaceship hovering overhead. 



BOMBLOG 

ART 
Post Impressions: Regifting 
by Mary Jones Oct 18, 2011 

With Chinatown tat and other trimmings, Whitney Claflin attaches 
personal significance to otherwise impersonal loot on the grounds of 
abstraction. Mary Jones talks shop and Twitter with the artist. 

Whitney in Chinatown, 2011. Photo by Mary Jones. 

It's the last week of August and Whitney Claflin is unpacking her week-old studio 
in the Brooklyn Navy Yard. At the same time, she's preparing for a four-person 
show at Thomas Erben Gallery in New York. At the end of September she'll leave 
for a two month stay in Venice, California, where she'll be selling her wine bottle 
paintings on the boardwalk. Whitney graduated from RISD in 2005 and from Yale 
in 2009. 

MARY JoNES I think of your work as being completely deconstructed. Everything 
about painting is questioned-put under pressure and analysis. Can you describe 
your influences? 

WHITNEY CLAFLIN Mir6 is someone that I think about a lot. He was someone 
who was very much a painter, he questioned everything in a wry, humorous way, 
but also in an angsty way. His constructions and objects (from the early 1930s) 
are inspirational because they're visual puns, and they're both formal and 
personal. 

MJ How did you develop these ideas in your process? 

we At first I was trying to create collaged space just through paint; I started to 
paint on plaster and let more and more objects come into the paintings, like 
beads and fabric. I was also interested in the paintings being simulations of 
abstractions so I began making digital prints that looked like the paintings, as a 
way to complicate the paintings and their status. Later on, I felt I had trapped 
the work in a dialectical, linguistic space that didn't have much soul. The work 
seemed to need a third term. So, my process evolved from imaging a collaged 
space to actually building one. For me, adding found objects was a really big 
deal, it was a mental wall that I had to break through, and it was really 
liberating. 



MJ They're clearly very body oriented, and I'm interested in how that evolved. 

we When I started adding beads and things, I would go to the jewelry section 
of thrift stores and 99¢ stores and look for trinkets that excited me. Not 
something that I would wear, but something that struck me as especially crass or 
delicate. I felt like I was dressing the painting up, accessorizing it. Then, I 
realized that all the objects that I was sewing on the work actually were 
accessories, and were referring to a body, to getting dressed. There's a scene in 
LA Story (1991), when Steve Martin's girlfriend is getting dressed and she claims 
there's a point system for every accessory you use, and you have to get just the 
right balance. You do a fast look in the mirror and quickly see what resonates. 
That notion became a formal and conceptual guiding structure for me. It's a lot 
of finding what's too loud and what's not loud enough and then pushing the 
whole thing down into this weird zone, where I obliterate them, and then pull 
them back. 



Whitney Claflin, Untitled, 2011, oil, glitter, beads, mylar, fau x flower, necklace, and earrings on 
canvas, 17 x 13". Courtesy of the artist. 



MJ It seems like you destroy it as a painting and bring it back as a body. Does 
the body in your work relate to femininity or feminism? 

we Not exactly. I was thinking that I didn't want them all to be female bodies, 
but to be all kinds of bodies; I made that one with testicles hanging, which I 
don't think of as a depiction of a man, but of a moment. I think of the paintings 
and things that I make as one whole painting project. Identifying them as 
characters forming a crowd is a way for me to see them simultaneously 
individually and en masse. I want them to have a kind of campy sexual feeling, 
like going out to a weird dark club. I think a lot of that was coming from my 
previous studio being this dark, hellish place in Chinatown, surrounded by 
tchotchke shops and massage parlors. 

MJ What's your relationship to beauty, to decoration? With the beads, feathers, 
and earrings, they seem to refer to ornamentation, yet the surface of the 
paintings seem scarred, wounded, damaged, even dirty. 

we If I look at my palette or my supplies, it seems they might be decorative, 
but in the way that I combine the materials, they turn into something toxic and 
acidic. I'm really charmed by these weird overflow areas where that occurs in 
real life, like on Broadway by Canal, or the Garment District. There are three 
ways that I find supplies: I find them on the ground, in thrift stores, and by 
searching the Garment District to actually buy something that I've decided I 
need, like a sequin butterfly patch. I frequent places like H&M, Forever 21, 
Mandees, or knock-off stores for inspiration because they house and sell this 
putrid visual noise that I think very much describes our current time. There is so 
much of everything. All the vendors are selling exactly the same thing, but 
slightly different: very chemical-laden, low-quality versions of brightly colored 
spandex club clothing, cheap jewelry, fiery disposable wares. The head-space in 
those neighborhoods is very loud, claustrophobic, and dirty. This idea of 
over-production for ambiance's sake and the residue of a disposable club clothing 
culture seeped into my work. 



Whitney Claflin, Untitled, 2011, oil, magazine, duct tape, necklace, studded applique, and glitter on 
drop cloth, 28 x 18". Courtesy of the artist. 

MJ Do you go to clubs? 

we For the most part, no. Maybe the paintings stand in for the club life that I 
don't have? Maybe it comes from an outsider-ish enthusiasm, so I attempt to 
recreate and personalize that energy in my studio. I feel like I've got to collect 
and save all this rubbish and run off and use it somehow. I'm trying to gesture 
towards something that's vacant, that's visual noise but also specific, like a 
squiggle of a heart that's simultaneously loaded and empty. I'm definitely trying 
to take each thing that comes into the painting as a signifier, but give it 



something else to rub up against, so that it can function in multiple ways It's not 
fixed in that it's not simply a person going out on the town with items from H&M. 
It's also garbage and things that I have on hand. For instance, my Dad's old drop 
cloth that has an incidental shallow space spray painting on it, which is this weird 
pre-made painting that simultaneously conjures the kitsch of Tauba Auerbach's 
paintings and the folds and ruptures you see in low end digital printing on 
spandex. I'll use my old linen dress, this W magazine, some tissue paper from 
Opening Ceremony, a test tube shot from Dallas BBQ or this newspaper-a real 
range of things. There's this weird bikini patch I found in an applique store, and I 
thought it made a great stripper painting. The zebra tissue paper is left over 
from my birthday party. It's through the materials that the paintings start to 
develop a character, like, if I sew a thick, clear plastic bag onto it, it becomes a 
stitched up suffocated kind of thing. I pull a lot of energy from my own anxieties, 
which stem from seeing things produced so recklessly and so wastefully. 

MJ So many of your materials commemorate a social occasion, like the paper 
streamers from your birthday party for example. Do you have a special 
attachment to things that come to you this way? Do you hold on to the people in 
your life through your work? 

we Mainly it's stuff I want to save and repurpose. I'm sometimes anxious about 
whether or not my work is too diaristic, but I feel my previous abstract work 
wasn't really tethered to anything beyond abstraction and it's status as an 
object. It felt analytical and devoid of love or emotion; it felt sterile. I wanted to 
make things that were really me, and were prismatic in that; bad sides of me, 
good sides of me. I wanted the work to have more malleability. 

MJ Can you talk about your paintings on the wine bottles and your plan to sell 
them on the boardwalk at Venice Beach? I'm assuming you drank part of the 
wine. 

we Yeah. All of it. I started using the wine bottles as a place to put my extra 
paint, like when I'm done with a painting, but there's still a lot of great wet paint 
on my palette. Then I wanted them to be flower vases to give to my friends. 
They became paintings. It's all about saving, recycling, clinging on to things; one 
use is not enough for me. I want to give the work a different space and a 
different possibility for exchange, so I'm going to sell them cheaply on the 
beach. I think it's silly that there's this prescribed way of doing things, and so by 
following that model, you might shut down things that could be fun or 
interesting. 



Whitney Claflin, 2011, Painted Wine Bottles. Courtesy of the artist. 

MJ Are you viewing this through a lens of relational aesthetics? 

we It's part of the whole orbit of everything for me. The wine bottles are 
paintings in their own right, as far as I'm concerned, but they have a different 
value because of their functionality. To me they are paintings first, and you can 
choose to use them or not. Although I'll have my vendor's license, I'll probably 
give a lot of them away. I'm also planning on bringing a typewriter to capture the 
whole experience through writing. 

MJ What are you writing now? 

we I've been keeping a journal and using Twitter a lot; it's personal but 
observational. I thought that instead of using this rambling, observational 
technology to corral my stream of consciousness, I could turn my thoughts into 
something tangible and closer to the work; really put the words down in a locked 



way, instead of a transient, digital way. 

MJ How many people follow YQ!J. on Twitter? 

we About 100, which is fine. It feels more private and the people know me and 
know my sense of humor and where I'm coming from. I always think it's funny 
when someone I don't know starts to follow me, like, why anyone would want to 
subscribe to my schizophrenic exclamations eludes me, but I like the detachment 
that comes with an unknown audience. It's a performance of self. Twitter is a 
technology that's younger and has a reputation, for the most part, as being 
frivolous. I'm sort of always thinking in stanzas, and it's exciting to do it from the 
hip, on the fly. I like the casualness of it, I feel kind of embarrassingly prolific, 
but I like how through all these random quips a portrait emerges. 

whitneyallways ey 
Setting up an auto pay forces me to confront the fact that my life 
lacks structure en ·rely. 
9 ;r; 

whitneyallways Wh tney 
Sometimes I browse the fancy shoe section of Barney's before 
therapy so that I'm extra dep essed when I see my shrink 
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MJ Have you been greatly influenced by music? 

we When I work, I listen to a single song on repeat for hours. For example, 
Ke$ha's "We R Who We R" plays seamlessly on repeat, and so it becomes 
invisible. The type of music that is produced by people like Dr. Luke, and its 
aesthetic, is really inspirational to me. That music is constructed to be easily 
remixed, replicated, cut apart, used in bits and not as a whole. Similarly, it 
co-opts so many different styles in an attempt to retain mass accessibility. Artists 
like Ke$ha are constructed to be simultaneously distinct and generic, to have a 
simultaneously fixed and open signification. That confusion and indecision really 
interests me because I see it as a very contemporary form of abstraction. I find 
it interesting that you can assemble an identity through the things coming out of 
a collaboration already in place, like a the way a 7th grader going to a dance or a 
thirty-something woman going out to a bar might take a little bit of this and that, 
perhaps the same crap jewelry, to make a temporary statement. Constructing 
identity and constructing paintings are both collaborations with the viewer and 
with history. In my work there's definitely a collective effort of viewing; an idea 
of entropy that seems contained, or maybe a hall of mirrors. 

Mary Jones is an artist in NYC and an adjunct professor at RISD and SVA. 



13 Ways of Looking at Painting by Julia Morrisroe 

Whitney Claflin, Crows 
There are many Kandinsky paintings that bore me to tears but there are a few I find absolutely transcendental . I was never 
sure looking at his wort<, how or when he knew his painting was done, what quality was he seeking, specifically in the 
wort<s I didn't appreciate. I felt like I was missing something. I was thinking about this when I read Andrew Russeth's 
review of Whitney Claflin's show Crows, check it out here. How does Claflin know when a painting is done? I can fall in 
love with her 'Wispy gestural abstractions as those mart<s quiver on the surface, refusing to settling down, existing as a 
drawing and a painting simultaneously. But like Kandinsky there are a couple that come together differently, that don't 
have that same trembling surface tension and I'm left wondering if there are multiple agendas in this exhibition or if some of 
the wort< hart<ens back to her previous exhibitions or might be stepping forward to the next one. 
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